Company founder Franz Binder
Franz Binder senior turned his passion for wood into a profession back in the 1950s. The third generation of the Binder family continues to embody this passion for wood – with vision, innovation and the total commitment of all its staff. At 14 locations in Europe and the US, binderholz produces sophisticated solutions made of solid wood.

Within the timber industry, the name Binder is synonymous with tradition and integrity, combined with high-tech and innovation. Whilst still only a small sawmill operation over 60 years ago, family-owned binderholz is one of the leading European companies today, equipped with advanced technology and production methods, with a matching reputation on the market.
With their corporate slogan 'Together strong for the forest', TTW Waldpflege GmbH and Waldprofi GmbH provide a professional structure for managing all relevant forestry services. Our ‘one-stop shop’ philosophy guarantees fast, on-schedule and transparent handling of all your timber operations: from the planning of harvesting, to transport and billing through a single contact.

Among other things, our services include scheduled timber harvesting, timber logistics, timber buying and other forestry management services. We meet the most exacting standards in the forestry sector through the use of state-of-the-art machinery.

We deliver these stringent quality standards and offer this wide range of services exceedingly well jointly with our professional partner structures. We are concerned about strengthening regional corporate structures and the deployment of local skilled personnel, as well as complying with all criteria to ensure sustainable forestry management.

'We coordinate the professionals.'
Wood is a construction material that allows us to give our ideas free rein. binderholz’s expertise includes flexibility, innovation and reliability. Wood, the intelligent and versatile raw material.

The range of solid wood products includes lumber, profiled timber, single-ply and multi-ply edge-glued solid wood panels, glulam GLT beams and binderholz CLT BBS. Any waste timber, resulting as a by-product from production, is processed as densified biofuels, green electricity, multi-purpose panels, moulded pallet blocks and moulded wood pallets.

binderholz produces sustainably and efficiently based on the principle of ‘zero waste’ and recycles 100% of its wood. binderholz owes its reputation to its approach to customer care and proximity to customers, a product mix and price policy geared to market needs and the company’s quality management system. The products are exported around the world.
binderholz is an expert partner to customers with its many years of experience and tried and tested solid wood construction solutions. Experts in our high-performance technical department offer comprehensive and detailed service. Our qualified engineers, civil engineers and technical draughtsmen expertly provide support on all questions relating to statics and construction, structural physics and fire resistance. And the experienced binderholz team of experts can also offer effective advice when developing building concepts, structural designs and detailed solutions.
ROOM FOR ENCOUNTERS
ROOM FOR INSPIRATION

Hotel MalisGarten, Zell am Ziller | AT

Single-family house, Uderns | AT

Student Dormitory ’Adohi Hall’, Arkansas | USA

Childcare Center Hoffeld, Aspangberg-St. Peter | AT

Private semi-detached house Mut zur Lücke, Innsbruck | AT

Hotel MalisGarten, Zell am Ziller | AT

Student Dormitory ’Adohi Hall’, Arkansas | USA

Childcare Center Hoffeld, Aspangberg-St. Peter | AT

Private semi-detached house Mut zur Lücke, Innsbruck | AT

Hotel MalisGarten, Zell am Ziller | AT
TRUST IS GOOD - CONTROL IS BETTER

TOP QUALITY IS A MUST
We owe this to ourselves and, above all, to you.

Mechanical quality grading
Machine quality sorting of the sawn timber used for our timber construction products CLT BBS, glulam GLT, solid structural wood KVH® and solid wood panels using 4-colour scanner and a mechanical strength test.

Perfect bonding technology, ongoing checks by glue suppliers

Continuous internal quality controls
Manual and automatic grading during the production process and final inspection of all products. Constant monitoring of the production process by our own laboratory.

External monitoring by independent institutes
Continuous inspection of binderholz products by independent test institutes, hence guaranteed compliance with standards.
100% USE OF WOOD AS A RAW MATERIAL BASED ON THE 'ZERO WASTE' PRINCIPLE

The binderholz value creation chain is based on the 'zero waste' principle. This means that 100% of the timber raw material is processed.
BINDERHOLZ PRODUCT RANGE

Sawing products

Lumber  Profiled timber  Planed timber  Garden wood

Timber construction products

binderholz CLT BBS  Glulam GLT  Solid structural wood KVH®  Solid wood panels

DIY range

Solid wood products for the DIY store

Pressboard pallets and pressed pallet blocks

binderholz Pressboard pallets PSP  Pressed pallet blocks

Densified biofuels | Green electricity | Horse litter

Briquettes | Pellets  Horsepellets  Planing Chips
LOCATIONS OF THE BINDERHOLZ GROUP

binderholz is a leading European company producing solid wood panels and innovative construction solutions

Five Austrian locations - Fügen, Jenbach, St. Georgen, Hallein and Unternberg - five German locations - Kösching, Burgbernheim, Oberrot, Baruth and Wolfegg - two Finnish locations - Lieksa and Nurmes - and two US locations - Live Oak and Enfield - with about 3,000 employees.